March 28, 2010
United Nation Human Rights
Universal Periodic Review
Email - upr_info@state.gov
Congressman Hank Johnson
5700 Hillandale Dr., Suite 110
Lithonia, GA 30058

President Daisaku Ikeda
c/o Soka Gakkai Headquarters
32 Shinanomachi
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
160-Japan

RE: Universal Periodic Review - United States Human Rights Violations & Seek
Re-Instatement of the United States in the United Nations Human Rights Council
To All Parties,
In 2001, under the Bush Administration, the United States was removed from the U.N.
Commission on Human Rights due to their views and actions. I allege this may have been an
intentional act by the Bush Administration for crimes and the war being plotted. In viewing your
website www.ohchr.org under documentation for the United States, I see no documentation to
show the United States has been re-instated under the U.N. Human Rights Council. Access to
International Criminal Courts due to scenarios I am about to discuss against the Bush
Administration and the United States for Human Rights violations, frauds and other crimes have
affected the United States and many world nations. A re-instatement of the United States in the
U.N. Human Rights Commission or action without the re-instatement is warranted for JUSTICE.
I am a Nichiren Buddhist and am seeking your assistance and that of President Ikeda of the
Soka Gakkai International, who is a member of the U.N. Human Rights Council. I equally seek
assistance from Congressman Hank Johnson of Georgia and all Nichiren Buddhists worldwide
to review courts in every nation for torturous abusive practices to the people, corrupted justice,
and intentional crimes perpetrated by governments. The United States victimizing the American
people and people of world nations is due to U.S. government corruption.
Serious issues of American rights violations are occurring in the U.S., those being Human
Rights, Constitutional, Civil, Property, Family, & Victims Rights. Laws and rights are most
obviously violated in U.S. Courts, which are documented. Treason during times of war, sedition,
criminal conspiracies, organized crime, mafia activity, fraud and lacking authority by politicians
are some of the main reasons behind these rights violations. The U.S. Constitution is the law of
the land in the United States. There are protections against cruel and unusual punishment, the
rights to protect property, due process for jury trials to halt illegal jail sentences, rights to the life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness and many other rights. Many violations taking place in the
U.S. are due to a foreign governance/traitors and private corporate agencies that do not have
allegiances to Americans or world nations. Justice in the United States has been tremendously
compromised. International Criminal Court Trials may be the best course of action to serve
justice on political traitors from Washington, D.C.
Three major incidents in the United States since 2001 prove excessive criminal activity against
the American people. The people of other nations are also harmed by some of these acts. The
Senate Judiciary when the Obama Administration was coming into office filed a bill granting
their own immunity against criminal acts, they apparently knew they needed to cover-up their
own criminal liability. I am not sure if the same action occurred with the House Judiciary. The
U.S. Judiciary as a whole has been fraudulent. They do not allow review of Article III of the U.S.
Constitution which has aided immense organized crime and laws and rights violations to
families, individuals, businesses in U.S. Courts for years.

1. 9-11 – Criminal conspiracies by parties tied to the attacks have not been investigated to this
great tragedy in U.S. history. The Iraq War was created falsely when no weapons existed
and has carried into Afghanistan. Oil, poppy’s, and a world banking system are possible
reasons. Many Americans, innocent people, and other military individuals have died in these
tragic wars. Many conflicts of interest exist in the appointment by President Bush of Attorney
General Mukasey as he was the judge whom presided over the insurance money claim just
applied for shortly prior to the attacks on the Twin Towers by Larry Silverstein with
involvement by the New York/New Jersey Port Authority. Larry Silverstein personally owned
WTC 7, his own building collapsed during this tragedy, which housed numerous U.S.
Governmental agencies, but no plane hit this building and many U.S. investigations were
lost. Why did the Senate Judiciary pass through Mukasey’s appointment with a huge conflict
of interest? Issues already existed with Attorney General Gonzalez and the firings of U.S.
Attorneys weakening America’s prosecution of criminals. A court corruption estate theft
shows ties to parties named and mafia activity which has been provided to the U.S. DOJ.
Pres. Bush, V.P. Cheney, Henry Kissinger all had ties to Osama Bin Laden. Henry Kissinger
was brought in to review the Jersey Girl Commission, created by women whose husbands
died in the 9-11 tragedy seeking answers. Kissinger needed to remove himself for conflicts
of interest when questioned on ties to Osama Bin Laden. The Bush Administration
chronically weakened F.B.I and other investigative U.S. agencies. U.S. Courts and judicial
protective agencies are corrupted beyond belief. The creation of Homeland Security violates
American rights and liberties. Many parties should be investigated in this tragedy and why
no action has been taken by the Senate Judiciary? In my view the Senate Judiciary is the
most crooked segment of the U.S. government and has ties to all three matters I am
discussing. The House Judiciary needs review as do other parties in the U.S. government
and their agencies.
2. The set-up by the Federal Reserve colluded with the Banks, Goldman Sachs and other
parties in the derivative/foreclosure/banking & economic debacle. This debacle was
intentionally created and is filled with fraud, criminal conspiracies and many other crimes.
This debacle has affected many Americans, businesses and world nations. Italy has begun
to seek fraud charges on certain U.S. bankers. The United States lacks authority in
addressing these serious issues. Derivatives were artificial products set-up to fail. American
families have sustained tremendous harm especially in this land grab to steal properties,
their homes, when poor lending practices where intentionally set-up to fail. The foreclosures
are filled with fraud. Some main points of the fraud in foreclosures are due to the selling of
mortgages, no contract exists with lenders they are only service providers to homeowners.
No one can assign properties except the homeowners, but back offices in banks are
fraudulently issuing their own assignments. The debts monetization polices by the banks
and Federal Reserve were phony monies, worthless created paper, bailouts and write-offs
are some other important parts in this fraud. I hoped when the Obama Administration took
office these issues would be addressed, but the constant creation of U.S. assistance that
does not work has only aided this fraudulent scam harming countless American
homeowners and society. The Senate Judiciary, the Banking & Finance Committee, The
Federal Reserve & Bankers should be held accountable for these crimes along with others.
Let me state I have fought numerous crooked attorneys and judges in courts. Crooks are
like cockroaches, their infestation multiplies and multiplies. Crooks do not stop, unless
action is taken against them in seeking justice. Criminal charges should be brought against
many parties and foreclosures should be halted, Americans restituted. International Criminal
Courts are the best remedy in seeking justice for Americans and world nations, since the
United States cannot act.
3. Lacking Justice Due to U.S. Court Corruption. I am a Fraud on a Court crime victim that
occurred in San Mateo Superior Court in California that led to the Ulster County Supreme
Court in New York. My initial courthouse fraud scam involved an attorney and judge which

grew into more crimes with more crooks. Judicial agencies including Bar Associations in
both states had excessive organized crime and were inoperable as were complaints to
politicians. In 4/08, I received a fraud ruling and subpoenaed Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger to my jury trial in 5/08. It appeared a payoff was made by the insurer of the
attorney, First Mercury Financial (FMR) by their legal counsel to a judge to enter a
fraudulent judgment. The CA DOJ was notified the day of my jury trial violation, a
Constitutional Rights violation.
Any and all of my rights were violated before the CA DOJ’s and Governors involvement. My
most precious rights, my human rights, to protect my life and health, have been chronically
violated while I have been victimized and tortured. I sustained two physical injuries to different
intestines from the excessive stress in this highly traumatic crime to steal my property with no
protections for my person. The reckless intent to keep harming my life, property, selfemployment and violating my rights plus laws, after the Governors, CA DOJ’s, First Mercury
Financial (FMR) and other parties involvement is inhumane and lacks authority. I became very
vocal as a rights activist, corruption fighter and exposed many serious issues plaguing U.S.
Courts and society, besides corruption in other court cases. I believe Congressman Hank
Johnson of Georgia assisted me by having the U.S. DOJ contact me in the summer of 2009.
The day the U.S. Marshall contacted me, I was preparing to expose 6 other cases tied to my
initial judge in my fraud crime. An answer related to this judge was supposed to be answered in
November 2009, presently this crook judge still sits on the bench and other major crooks are still
in their positions. I became more vocal with AG Holder and the corruption unit in the U.S. DOJ
at this point in time. These other victims are still being harmed, I am outraged and repulsed by
the lacking authority and these injustices. I pay the price daily for these crimes against my
person and my life. No relief payments would be provided me by the DOJ’S, while I have been
held captive in this fraud crime for 6 years with no remedy due to these courts corruption and
many U.S. Government crooks.
In February 2009, the California Legislature passed a bill SBX 211 signed by Governor
Schwarzenegger to cover-up and grant judicial immunity to crook judges and related personnel
who were caught taking payoffs/kickbacks in Los Angeles. Constitutional rulings were received
by Judicial Watch prior to this bills signing, judges cannot take outside monies. Attorney Richard
Fine uncovered this judge scheme. Attorney Fine has committed no crime and is illegally jailed
for over a year by a crook judge for exposing this courts corruption. This case has been followed
by Leslie Dutton of Full Disclosure. All of Attorney Fine’s rights have been violated and his case
shows equally how inoperable the courts are in seeking remedy or justice. Attorney Fine’s
Human Rights have been violated and he now has dental issues with no treatment while in jail,
plus extreme stress from this highly traumatic crime. I have begun seeking indictments with AG
Holder on the Governor and CA DOJ if SBX 211 is not rescinded immediately. I request
freedom, an honoring or our rights for myself, Attorney Fine and other exposed victims be
respected immediately with action and indictments on the many crooks in these matters. This
inhumane ignorance is evil and irresponsible. Many Americans are being thrown in jail illegally
violating due process rights of jury trials under the Constitution for kickback schemes with jails
and the courts.
In December 2009, I took a stand with AG Holder that a National Security Breach to individual
rights from my case and Attorney Fine’s case exists due to the Governors and CA DOJ’s direct
involvement in our crimes. Human & Victims Rights and other rights must be honored and this
intentional harm must be halted. Media and rights agencies aid court corruption by concealing it.
In my view these courts are versions of Holocaust like treatment. The conditions of organized
crime and violations of laws and rights harm emotionally, physically, and financially.
Impoverishment, physical injuries and death are results of these inhumane courts. These are
tyrannical barbaric treasonous U.S. Courts. The lacking authority of the U.S. Judiciary,

politicians and once again especially the Senate Judiciary is heinous. Payoffs to U.S. politicians
are behind these tragic circumstances, these payoffs are equally Unconstitutional.
The adversarial process, a criminal process used against families should be banned as a
Human Rights Violation. Emotions, stress, and trauma harm the physical body and create
extreme emotional pain and suffering. Keeping Americans captive or hostage for years in courts
is a form of torture and it alters every aspect of an individuals’ life and their freedoms. Conflicts
of interest by Bar Associations are tremendous for attorney gain and theft of property. Many
practices, procedures, protections for the people, oversight by non-corrupt agencies and
mandatory reform are needed for the sake of Justice and to preserve the rights of the American
people.
Many issues stated in this letter violate the International Bill of Human Rights, and all rights of
Americans in the United States. AG Holder’s own present lack of responsibility and action is
questionable at this juncture. Please seek review of all courts worldwide for similar heinous
Human Rights violations and Holocaust like treatment of those occurring in U.S. Courts. Please
take action in International Criminal Courts on parties whom have violated world nations and the
United States. I will assist in any way possible in seeking the United States be held accountable
for their Human Rights & other rights violations for a better society & world.
Thank you,
Cheryl Kennedy

TO FREEDOM, PEACE & FOR THE RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE!

CC: AG Holder – please give to Pres. Obama directly, Governor Schwarzenegger, CA DOJ,
FMR – legal counsel, Senator Feinstein, Senator Leahy for all U.S. Judiciary members, media
etc.

